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Welcome and Introduction. 

Hello and welcome to “Spiritual Interpretation of Numerology’s 

Divine Messages” course. 

My name is Nickolas and in this course, I will explain shortly and 

simply what the numbers and the combination of the numbers 

mean, so you can obtain awareness every time you receive a 

divine message. 

This will help you understand the divine guidance which you 

receive through the different moments of your life, so you can 

know how to act upon it and guide your own life towards the best 

possible results for yourself. 

I hope this course will be helpful for your spiritual practice and 

everyday life. Let us begin! 
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General Information. 

Throughout the history of this world, many people have used 

Numerology in an attempt to interpretate the different concepts of life 

– such as the evolution or the purpose of one’s life, the spiritual 

meaning of all kind of things, the purpose of different situations, 

revelation of future incidents and the list can go on enough. What is 

hidden behind all these different attempts though, is a common goal. 

The will, to discover the hidden wisdom, that exists in all life. To 

reveal the hidden truth, obtain awareness on this wisdom, so to adjust 

our actions and become wise ourselves.  

Numerology is a vast field of information and one can study this 

subject even for an entire life and still keep learning. In this course, I 

will provide you an interpretation of numbers through a spiritual 

approach and more specifically, I will provide some answers that come 

through numbers, from the Divine Expressions of Life, such as 

Angels, Archangels, Ascended Masters and Teachers and the Creator. 

The Divine Expressions use numbers to communicate with us, in 

attempt to awaken our unconscious and subconscious parts of the 

mind, so to make us step into awareness regarding our life and its 

different situations.  

As we go through the fast pace of our daily life, we often forget to just 

stop for a second and just breathe, look high, ask for some guidance, 

simply seek the communication with the Divine. So our “friends” in 

the heavens, try to do whatever they can, to remind us that they are 

still there and willing to provide to us at the most that they can. That 

they want to have an active communication with us. So most times 

they present to us numbers! These numbers and their different 

combinations, have explanations – some are addressed to general 

matters and some explanations can be very specific.  

In the following lectures I will divide the explanations through the 

combinations of the numbers. Keep in mind that some combinations 

are repeated, so I will not mention them again, but you can find all 

combinations in the manual of this course. For example, the message 

that comes from the combination of numbers 1 + 2, is the same 

numbers that is revealed through combining the numbers 2 + 1. 
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Same numbers in a row! 

111: Observe your thoughts carefully and make sure that you are thinking 

only the things you want. Because at this moment an opportunity portal 

opens and your thoughts are manifested instantly! If you are not happy with 

your thoughts, ask your Guardian Angels for help to change them!  

222: Your new ideas are now becoming reality. Keep supporting them and 

you will shortly witness the outcome of your manifestation. Keep having 

positive thoughts, positive statements and visualizations!  

333: The Ascended Masters are near you and they want you to know that 

they are helping you, loving you and supporting you! When you see any 

combination of the number 3, address to the Ascended Masters and speak 

to them honestly!  

444: The Angels are now surrounding you and confirm their love and help 

for you! Angelic Help is on the way!  

555: A great change is coming in your life, so be prepared! You must see this 

change neutral, neither positive, nor negative, for all changes are part of 

the Divine Flow. This change might also be the answer to your prayers!  

666: Your thoughts are now out of balance. You may be thinking too much 

of the material world, while you need to keep balance in your thoughts 

between the physical and the spiritual worlds! If you focus on Spirit and 

service, your material needs will be self-satisfied!  

777: The Angels are saying to you Congratulations! Keep up with your 

excellent work and know that your wishes are being granted! This is a 

highly positive message and you should expect miracles!  

888: Start preparing because something is about to finish in your life. This 

completion could be on an emotional or professional level, or even regarding 

a partnership. This message can also mean, to stay focused on the light on 

the end of every path and that you may be ready to move on and enjoy the 

outcome of your work (could also be inner work).  

999: Completion! This is the end of an important phase in your life or in the 

global life. If you are a light-worker, this message means that the earth is 

in need of healing, so you might want to get to work!  

000: This message wants to remind you that you are One with God and you 

should feel the Love of the Creator inside you! It also means that a situation 

is now fully closed.  
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Combinations of 1! 

1 and 2: This is a sign that things evolve on the right way! You may have 

already seen some wanted results! Keep believing!  

1 and 3: The Ascended Masters are now working with you and your 

thoughts. They teach you the ancient knowledge of manifestation. They 

offer you energy, help, guidance and suggestions for the purpose of your life. 

Mostly they remind you, that every creation starts from the plane of thought 

and idea! Ask their help to choose wise the things you want.  

1 and 4: The Angels are asking you to observe your thoughts right now, 

because a portal has opened! Make a wish and it will be manifested 

instantly! (411 means “ask from your angels an important message you 

need to receive right now”)  

1 and 5: Your thoughts create the changes in your life! Keep driving your 

thoughts to the wanted outcome. If you are not happy with your thoughts, 

ask your Angels to help you change them, or change your thoughts by 

observing them.  

1 and 6: Keep thinking in connection with Heaven and let the material 

concerns go away. (611 means “Ask help to find a solution for a problem in 

the material world that bothers you or concerns you deeply”)  

1 and 7: This a confirmation that you are doing great! You are on the right 

path and you have chosen your thoughts correctly! Make sure that you add 

the necessary emotions to your thoughts. Gratitude will manifest your 

wishes faster!  

1 and 8: You are close to the end of an important phase in your life. If you 

feel tired in a specific area of your life be happy, for soon it will be healed or 

replaced! Surrender and let go all the parts of your life that make you lose 

your harmony. Your wishes for a better life will soon be manifested!  

1 and 9: A new door has now opened as a result of your thoughts! You may 

look your thoughts straight in the face at the present moment and let the 

old go, as they are replaced with new according to your wishes.  

1 and 0: The Angels and the Creator are asking you to change your thoughts 

immediately. If you were praying to become happier, this is the answer to 

your prayers. God knows that the solution you seek will be born through 

your thoughts. Ask God for help and support for a smoother transition.  
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Combinations of 2! 

2 and 1: This is a sign that things evolve on the right way! You may have 

already seen some wanted results! Keep believing!  

2 and 3: The Ascended Masters are working with you as co-workers to your 

new plan. They share your excitement and they want to let you know that 

everything will work out beautifully and that your future is full of 

happiness.  

2 and 4: This is a message that the Angels are helping you to achieve your 

transitions and meet your goals. The Angels want you to know that they are 

close to you and that they work along your side. You are not alone!  

2 and 5: The change is coming faster that you thought, for your prayers and 

intentions were pure and strong. Do not be surprised when your wishes are 

manifested! Speak with God often and ask for guidance!  

2 and 6: A new buying is on the way or something new will be yours!  

2 and 7: If you recently applied for a new job, a loan or you submitted a 

school application this message brings you marvelous news! Keep 

expressing your faith and you will soon witness the wanted results!  

2 and 8: As a door closes, another one opens. Make sure that you are 

following your intuition, as it will lead you making the right steps, to ensure 

a stable abundance for your transitions.  

2 and 9: If you recently suffered from a loss (partner, object, job), be sure 

than soon it will be replaced. God has not forgotten you and the Universe 

works for your higher good. Feel the energy as it flows forwards and be 

prepared for the new arrivals!  

2 and 0: God wants you to know that neither has forgotten you, nor 

abandoned you. God loves you so much and in fact, a new important phase 

is about to start in your life. Speak with God and say out loud your concerns. 

Always keep in mind that Divine Timing is something real and some things 

must end before the new ones begin. Stay strong and positive regarding 

your thoughts and always proceed with faith.  
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Combinations of 3! 

3 and 1: The Ascended Masters are now working with you and your 

thoughts. They teach you the ancient knowledge of manifestation. They 

offer you energy, help, guidance and suggestions for the purpose of your life. 

Mostly they remind you, that every creation starts from the plane of thought 

and idea! Ask their help to choose wise the things you want.  

3 and 2: The Ascended Masters are working with you as co-workers to your 

new plan. They share your excitement and they want to let you know that 

everything will work out beautifully and that your future is full of 

happiness.  

3 and 4: The Ascended Masters and the Angels are now surrounding you! 

Be open towards them, for they provide you all their help, support and love!  

3 and 5: The Ascended Masters want to prepare you for an important change 

that is coming in your life. They want you to know that they hold you and 

embrace you and that everything will work out fine! Embrace this change 

and seek the blessings that exist within this change.  

3 and 6: The Ascended Masters are now helping you manifest all the 

material things that you require, in order to proceed with your Divine 

Purpose. You deserve this help, as it will help you offer more to others!  

3 and 7: The Ascended Masters are so happy with you! They witness your 

inner divinity and they agree with the way you chose to proceed. They want 

you to allow the Divine Blessing flow in your life because you deserve 

happiness, as you discover more and more your divine origin!  

3 and 8: The Ascended Masters are now saying to you «Keep moving this 

way»! Focus on your thoughts and your sensations as you move forward 

with the same energy you now express. Balance your perspective with the 

Divine Perspective and feel the Unity among everything!  

3 and 9: Now is the moment to let anything that no longer serves you go. 

Let go anything that has fulfilled its purpose. Do not be attached to 

situations though fear. Every moment you are receiving care and 

compassion, so keep a positive perspective for yourself, your future and 

others. This perspective will manifest the things you desire. Ask the 

Ascended Masters to help choose your thoughts correctly!  

3 and 0: God and the Ascended Masters are now trying to talk to you 

regarding your Divine Purpose. If it exists a guidance that you keep 

receiving but not fulfilling, now is the time to be fully aware of it. This 

moment will bring you on a high-awareness state of mind, so you can 

understand you own part, in the process of Co-Creation. Follow your Divine 

Guidance and take action upon it!  
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Combinations of 4! 

4 and 1: The Angels are asking you to observe your thoughts right now, 

because a portal has opened! Make a wish and it will be manifested 

instantly! (411 means “ask from your angels an important message you 

need to receive right now”)  

4 and 2: This is a message that the Angels are helping you to achieve your 

transitions and meet your goals. The Angels want you to know that they are 

close to you and that they work along your side. You are not alone!  

4 and 3: The Ascended Masters and the Angels are now surrounding you! 

Be open towards them, for they provide you all their help, support and love!  

4 and 5: Your Angels are now taking important actions regarding a change 

that is coming to your life!  

4 and 6: The Angels are now warning you that you focus too much on the 

material world. Surrender your concerns to them, so they can help you. 

Balance your focus between heaven and earth and remember that when you 

work beside Divinity, abundance fulfills your life.  

4 and 7: The Angels are now saying to you “Congratulations”! You are on 

the right path! Keep your thoughts focused because they offer you 

magnificent results!  

4 and 8: This is a message from your Angels that an important phase in 

your life is about to end. They want you to know that they are beside you, 

helping you and supporting you, as they will lead you to a new situation 

that better suits your needs, your wishes and your purpose!  

4 and 9: The Angels are now asking you to let go a situation that ended. The 

Angels are helping you open new doors and heal whatever pain comes with 

your transitions. Ask your Angels to help you regarding your concerns and 

through your faith, understand the endings like this are answers to your 

prayers.  

4 and 0: God and the Angels want you to know that they love you so much! 

They ask you to stop for a moment and reflect upon this love. Feel it and 

embrace it, as it will offer you the answers you seek.  
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Combinations of 5! 

5 and 1: Your thoughts create the changes in your life! Keep driving your 

thoughts to the wanted outcome. If you are not happy with your thoughts, 

ask your Angels to help you change them, or change your thoughts by 

observing them.  

5 and 2: The change is coming faster that you thought, for your prayers and 

intentions were pure and strong. Do not be surprised when your wishes are 

manifested! Speak with God often and ask for guidance!  

5 and 3: The Ascended Masters want to prepare you for an important change 

that is coming in your life. They want you to know that they hold you and 

embrace you and that everything will work out fine! Embrace this change 

and seek the blessings that exist within this change.  

5 and 4: Your Angels are now taking important actions regarding a change 

that is coming to your life!  

5 and 6: Your material life is now changing! A new house, a new car or a 

new belonging, is on your way!  

5 and 7: This moment you are in the center of an upcoming change that will 

fulfill you either emotionally, physically or mentally. Keep walking the 

course you have begun and you will soon witness positive changes being 

manifested in your life.  

5 and 8: The change is about to happen! Fear not, for you have support and 

love during the transition you are about to manifest.  

5 and 9: Let the past go, so the new changes can manifest. Let the old die 

as the new are being born! Life is inevitable, and the new await you to claim 

them. Proceed on this transition with love and faith!  

5 and 0: The changes that now occur in your life come from the Divine 

Source. They are a gift from God and they are in full alignment with God’s 

Will for your higher purpose! 
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Combinations of 6! 

6 and 1: Keep thinking in connection with Heaven and let the material 

concerns go away. (611 means “Ask help to find a solution for a problem in 

the material world that bothers you or concerns you deeply”)  

6 and 2: A new buying is on the way or something new will be yours!  

6 and 3: The Ascended Masters are now helping you manifest all the 

material things that you require, in order to proceed with your Divine 

Purpose. You deserve this help, as it will help you offer more to others!  

6 and 4: The Angels are now warning you that you focus too much on the 

material world. Surrender your concerns to them, so they can help you. 

Balance your focus between heaven and earth and remember that when you 

work beside Divinity, abundance fulfills your life.  

6 and 5: Your material life is now changing! A new house, a new car or a 

new belonging, is on your way!  

6 and 7: Your thoughts and work regarding the material world are the right 

ones! You have reached balance between your thoughts and actions, so you 

can take care of your body, mind and spirit.  

6 and 8: You are about to let something from your material life go. Maybe a 

selling. If you do not have the intention to lose or sell something, change 

your thoughts so you can change the outcome. If you do have the intention 

to lose or sell something, then your wish will be very soon granted. 

6 and 9: Detach yourself from material objects, especially if you are obsessed 

with something. Let go and fear not. If you sold or lost something, soon it 

will be replaced! Be open, so you can receive belongings that may even 

exceed your expectations!  

6 and 0: God asks you to focus less on the earthly desires and the material 

world. God simply asks you to have a more spiritual approach regarding all 

life. God is within you and is the Source of whatever you desire.  
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Combinations of 7! 

7 and 1: This a confirmation that you are doing great! You are on the right 

path and you have chosen your thoughts correctly! Make sure that you add 

the necessary emotions to your thoughts. Gratitude will manifest your 

wishes faster!  

7 and 2: If you recently applied for a new job, a loan or you submitted a 

school application this message brings you marvelous news! Keep 

expressing your faith and you will soon witness the wanted results!  

7 and 3: The Ascended Masters are so happy with you! They witness your 

inner divinity and they agree with the way you chose to proceed. They want 

you to allow the Divine Blessing flow in your life because you deserve 

happiness, as you discover more and more your divine origin!  

7 and 4: The Angels are now saying to you “Congratulations”! You are on 

the right path! Keep your thoughts focused because they offer you 

magnificent results!  

7 and 5: This moment you are in the center of an upcoming change that will 

fulfill you either emotionally, physically or mentally. Keep walking the 

course you have begun and you will soon witness positive changes being 

manifested in your life.  

7 and 6: Your thoughts and work regarding the material world are the right 

ones! You have reached balance between your thoughts and actions, so you 

can take care of your body, mind and spirit.  

7 and 8: If you feel that a part of your life is about to end, this is a 

confirmation that your intuition is right! This end is a positive change for 

the specific situation or a full closure. Stay focused on your wish, for your 

life is about to become happier!  

7 and 9: Congratulations! You are letting go the parts of your life that no 

longer serve you. You live your life in consistency with the highest 

perspective of yourself. Your decisions for an honest life are being rewarded!  

7 and 0: God congratulates you for your mental, spiritual and physical work 

that you have been doing. You are helping yourself and many others with 

your current course and God wants you to continue!  
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Combinations of 8! 

8 and 1: You are close to the end of an important phase in your life. If you 

feel tired in a specific area of your life be happy, for soon it will be healed or 

replaced! Surrender and let go all the parts of your life that make you lose 

your harmony. Your wishes for a better life will soon be manifested!  

8 and 2: As a door closes, another one opens. Make sure that you are 

following your intuition, as it will lead you making the right steps, to ensure 

a stable abundance for your transitions.  

8 and 3: The Ascended Masters are now saying to you «Keep moving this 

way»! Focus on your thoughts and your sensations as you move forward 

with the same energy you now express. Balance your perspective with the 

Divine Perspective and feel the Unity among everything!  

8 and 4: This is a message from your Angels that an important phase in 

your life is about to end. They want you to know that they are beside you, 

helping you and supporting you, as they will lead you to a new situation 

that better suits your needs, your wishes and your purpose!  

8 and 5: The change is about to happen! Fear not, for you have support and 

love during the transition you are about to manifest.  

8 and 6: You are about to let something from your material life go. Maybe a 

selling. If you do not have the intention to lose or sell something, change 

your thoughts so you can change the outcome. If you do have the intention 

to lose or sell something, then your wish will be very soon granted.  

8 and 7: If you feel that a part of your life is about to end, this is a 

confirmation that your intuition is right! This end is a positive change for 

the specific situation or a full closure. Stay focused on your wish, for your 

life is about to become happier!  

8 and 9: An important phase in your life is ending and along, many other 

issues are ending as well. A chain-reaction is happening in your life and the 

different aspects of your life are slowing down and eventually will stop. This 

great change will trigger new series of events and situations, which are the 

answers you wanted!  

8 and 0: God is telling you that the final upcoming changes are a part of 

your Divine Plan. They are the answers to your prayers and they are in 

alignment with God’s Will for you. Ask from God help, so you can calm your 

fears or concerns that you may have for the following changes.  
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Combinations of 9! 

9 and 1: A new door has now opened as a result of your thoughts! You may 

look your thoughts straight in the face at the present moment and let the 

old go, as they are replaced with new according to your wishes.  

9 and 2: If you recently suffered from a loss (partner, object, job), be sure 

than soon it will be replaced. God has not forgotten you and the Universe 

works for your higher good. Feel the energy as it flows forwards and be 

prepared for the new arrivals!  

9 and 3: Now is the moment to let anything that no longer serves you go. 

Let go anything that has fulfilled its purpose. Do not be attached to 

situations though fear. Every moment you are receiving care and 

compassion, so keep a positive perspective for yourself, your future and 

others. This perspective will manifest the things you desire. Ask the 

Ascended Masters to help choose your thoughts correctly!  

9 and 4: The Angels are now asking you to let go a situation that ended. The 

Angels are helping you open new doors and heal whatever pain comes with 

your transitions. Ask your Angels to help you regarding your concerns and 

through your faith, understand the endings like this are answers to your 

prayers.  

9 and 5: Let the past go, so the new changes can manifest. Let the old die 

as the new are being born! Life is inevitable, and the new await you to claim 

them. Proceed on this transition with love and faith!  

9 and 6: Detach yourself from material objects, especially if you are obsessed 

with something. Let go and fear not. If you sold or lost something, soon it 

will be replaced! Be open, so you can receive belongings that may even 

exceed your expectations!  

9 and 7: Congratulations! You are letting go the parts of your life that no 

longer serve you. You live your life in consistency with the highest 

perspective of yourself. Your decisions for an honest life are being rewarded!  

9 and 8: An important phase in your life is ending and along, many other 

issues are ending as well. A chain-reaction is happening in your life and the 

different aspects of your life are slowing down and eventually will stop. This 

great change will trigger new series of events and situations, which are the 

answers you wanted!  

9 and 0: The part of your life that just ended, is a result of your Divine 

Guidance. Nothing is truly lost, for death does not exist. This ending is truly 

the answer to your prayers. God wants you to know that “walks” beside you, 

helping and providing you. Be willing to forgive anything or anyone that 

involves with the recent ending, so you can proceed pure and clean, in a 

beautiful era of your life.  
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Combinations of 0! 

0 and 1: The Angels and the Creator are asking you to change your thoughts 

immediately. If you were praying to become happier, this is the answer to 

your prayers. God knows that the solution you seek will be born through 

your thoughts. Ask God for help and support for a smoother transition.  

0 and 2: God wants you to know that neither has forgotten you, nor 

abandoned you. God loves you so much and in fact, a new important phase 

is about to start in your life. Speak with God and say out loud your concerns. 

Always keep in mind that Divine Timing is something real and some things 

must end before the new ones begin. Stay strong and positive regarding 

your thoughts and always proceed with faith. 

0 and 3: God and the Ascended Masters are now trying to talk to you 

regarding your Divine Purpose. If it exists a guidance that you keep 

receiving but not fulfilling, now is the time to be fully aware of it. This 

moment will bring you on a high-awareness state of mind, so you can 

understand you own part, in the process of Co-Creation. Follow your Divine 

Guidance and take action upon it!  

0 and 4: God and the Angels want you to know that they love you so much! 

They ask you to stop for a moment and reflect upon this love. Feel it and 

embrace it, as it will offer you the answers you seek.  

0 and 5: The changes that now occur in your life come from the Divine 

Source. They are a gift from God and they are in full alignment with God’s 

Will for your higher purpose!  

0 and 6: God asks you to focus less on the earthly desires and the material 

world. God simply asks you to have a more spiritual approach regarding all 

life. God is within you and is the Source of whatever you desire.  

0 and 7: God congratulates you for your mental, spiritual and physical work 

that you have been doing. You are helping yourself and many others with 

your current course and God wants you to continue!  

0 and 8: God is telling you that the final upcoming changes are a part of 

your Divine Plan. They are the answers to your prayers and they are in 

alignment with God’s Will for you. Ask from God help, so you can calm your 

fears or concerns that you may have for the following changes.  

0 and 9: The part of your life that just ended, is a result of your Divine 

Guidance. Nothing is truly lost, for death does not exist. This ending is truly 

the answer to your prayers. God wants you to know that “walks” beside you, 

helping and providing you. Be willing to forgive anything or anyone that 

involves with the recent ending, so you can proceed pure and clean, in a 

beautiful era of your life. 
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Closure and final notes. 

Congratulations for completing the “Spiritual Interpretation of 

Numerology’s Divine Messages” course. 

I hope that you truly enjoyed this course and that the 

information provided will help you obtain a clearer and more 

expanded awareness on the divine guidance which you receive 

through your daily life. 

Keep in mind that you don’t have to memorize all these 

messages. You can simply run to these explanations and see 

what specific numbers mean, whenever a combination of 

numbers is presented to you and you feel that this is a message. 

By checking it every once in a while, you will soon find yourself 

remembering more than you think!  

And if you apply this interpretation in your daily life, you will 

soon find your intuitive skills growing and your communication 

with the divine becoming clearer, as you will build day by day a 

stronger connection.  

A last note is that your review is important for the course’s 

progression and evolution and I humbly ask you to spare an extra 

minute of your time and leave a review for this course. 

Thank you for joining me in this course. I wish you a beautiful 

continue in your spiritual journey and I greet you with, 

Divine Blessings! 
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My other courses and further connection! 

As a final message I would like to give you some instructions for 

some further connection between us. If you liked my work, you 

could check out the rest of my courses through my website and 

join me through social media, so you may receive information and 

updates about everything. Once again, thank you for joining me 

in this spiritual journey! 

My Website!  

My Youtube Channel! 

My Facebook Page! 

My Instagram Account! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://nickolasmparalos.renderforestsites.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcbjuGQNiWduZ0W6oG3hMQQ
https://www.facebook.com/Nickolas-Mparalos-Divine-Communication-106107378574252
https://www.instagram.com/nickolasmparalos/
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